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1 ms Council table (Silent) 11 11
2 ms Tingfu F. Tsiang (China) Council President opens meeting 37 26
3 ms, cu, ls Armand Berard (France) speaking in French 512 475
4 ms, cu Spectators in gallery (Silent) 552 40
5 cu Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold (Silent) 573 21
6 cu, ms Mongi Slim (Tunisia) speaking in French 793 220
7 ms, cu Sir Pierson Dixon (U.K.) speaking 897 104
8 ms, cu Henry Cabot Lodge (U.S.A.) speaking 952 55
9 cu Mr. Tsiang (China) President of Council asks for vote 975 23
10 ls Delegates raising hands to vote. Unanimous 992 17
11 ms Mr. Tsiang adjourns council. Pan as delegates leave 1010 18

Sound: S/PV 870